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Diet is a word that comes from the Greek and stands for a correct lifestyle. What , on the contrary, is
improperly called ketogenic protein diet, is indeed a very particular regimen , not a diet. We might
consider it more correctly as a treatment. A ketogenic protein protocol is largely applied for the weight
loss purposes but it finds applications in many other fields. It has been already used to treat epilepsy for a
long time and has been effective, especially in the pediatric field, in the improvement of cardiovascular risk
parameters, and also in diabetes treat. Besides , there is a growing evidence , as well, in polycystic ovary
syndrome, acne and some types of cancer. However, it is in the dietary field where it is principally
applicable. In this sector, a ketogenic protocol grants quick , important results and complete patient
safety.
A patient subjected to this treatment succeeds in losing on average 7 to 10% of initial weight, in complete
safety and with the guarantee of avoiding the feared yoyo effect. Indeed, with no carb intake a
compensation mechanism, known as gluconeogenesis, is established. We know that gluconeogenesis is a
necessary process to produce , starting from non-glucidic sources, the daily glucose the body needs and
which is not introduced with the diet. The energy required to make proceed this compensatory mechanism
is provided by fatty acid oxidation. Basically, you lose weight because your body utilizes the fat reserve to
provide energy for the process it is forced to put in place effective to produce the sugar you do not take
in with your diet.
The results are observable. In a short time the body is remodelled by changing volume and shape , because
day after day important amounts of fat accumulations are broken down , so shaping the body. In fact,
excess fat is likely to be accumulated in well-defined body districts. As for aesthetics, the most involved by
excessive fat accumulation are hips, stomach and abdomen and exactly those are the areas that will show
the best results.
Physical remodeling is relating to weight , with an important weight loss, but above all it is visual, since fat
is not particularly thick so that losing even one pound of fat will result in an important aesthetic
improvement.
But we must be clear : this type of treatment is not a diet and after achieving the correct weight through
this protocol, the patient must stop ketosis by gradually reintroducing carbs. This step at last is crucial and
the presence of a nutritionist, who can guide the patient during this phase, is essential. It should be kept in
mind, in fact, that a patient, who undergoes a weight loss therapy with ketogenic protocol, does not take
any sugars or at least just a minimum amount of them during the entire protocol period. As a result, the
pancreas will be stimulated to an extreme limited degree and insulin secretion decreases till remaining at a
very low level. The reintroduction of carbohydrates must be certainly gradual and done under strict control
by an expert dietitian of ketosis in order to avoid dangerous glycaemic spikes which the pancreas might
struggle to balance. The reintroduction of carbs will necessarily have to start from the complex ones and
facilitate natural hormone secretion as much as possible. The duration period of " weaning " off ketosis
can be varied and is often case-depending , can be spaced by other cycles of ketogenic protein protocol
for additional weight loss.
In conclusion, the purpose of a ketogenic protein protocol is to lose weight by slimming down, that is losing
only the fat mass, to give back a leaner and healthier patient to society, since with a higher lean mass, and
therefore ready to be re-educated to the doctrines of the Mediterranean diet. The role of a dietician who is
an expert of ketosis is essential during all the particular phases of the course.

During the protein protocol , the doctor will be able to determine the exactly correct protein dose,
avoiding unsafe liver and kidney overloads. During the phase of carb reintroduction, he will be able to
choose the most appropriate ones , those with the lowest glycemic index and load in order to prevent
dangerous spikes in blood sugar.
Finally, during the last phase he will guide and advise the patient on the methods of a healthy and correct
diet avoiding mistakes, past excesses and the so much feared yoyo effect.

A site for food liposuction
"Dietary Liposuction" is born out of a research group that has set itself the goal of fighting overweight since
1995. The basic problem was to find a method that: make lose fat while preserving the lean mass; be well
tolerated and have short duration. The discovery that the balanced low-calorie diets, formerly
recommended by all dietitians, had not always obtained the desired results, induced the experts to
research outside of the classical category of dietetics. After examining all the scientific literature on the
subject and after several months of study there was decided to elaborate the protein diet according to
Blackburn. An initial protocol was then developed which used for the treatment a supplement made ad
hoc respecting in its composition the percentages of the essential amino acids, suggested first by Meister
in 1965 and then adopted by Blackburn with corrections in 1976. The first results were extremely
encouraging: weight decreased easily, subjects did not suffer from hunger and the lean mass was well
conserved.
The following studies and modifications made it possible to refine the composition of the supplement
(Amin 21 K - Italfarmacia) and develop a protocol , completely easy for patient safety and well-being. It
was observed that GH was increasing during the treatment and together with it also the protein
anabolism. The increase in GH was , as well, the key to removing the mechanism that stores fat on
women's hips: the term "dietary liposuction" refers to the characteristic of the treatment in being able to
remove localized fat deposits without any surgical interventions. Today, after tens of thousands of treated
cases, a tested and effective protocol is present . To learn more, there is a website with testimonials and
technical notions : www.liposuzionealimentare.it

